
Hellfest 2017 – Saturday  

After a dozen of fresh croissants with a addition of a cup of coffee, I started to plan my second day in hell, and I 

realized few things. Firstly, yesterday I decided I crossed the healthy limit of “seen” bands. Secondly, If I try to 

beat yesterday’s record, then the third day I can easily spend in emergency department. Thirdly, getting the 

overwhelming heat coming from above, I surely should cover my head. I promised myself that today won’t be only 

a battle for entry on the most viewed concerts, but also an escape from daily life.  

 

For good starters I planned to verify the good reputation of The Dead Daisies. Their members are a mix of 

musicians from bands like Motley Crue, Thin Lizzy, Whitesnake and even Billy Idol and Dio. Well, my a bit 

fatigued colleagues managed to get ready shortly before Phill Campbell and The Bastard Sons performance. 

Scene veteran Phill, with a company of youngsters played a sentimental but good, strong rock-and-roll concert. 

Campbell was a guitarist in Motorhead since 1984, until the death of Lemmy’s, so “using” his repertoire is a 

serious commercial move. The heritage of Motorhead will surely catch the attention of their long die-hard fans, 

but nonetheless it was an honest and true concert. Besides Campbell, his three sons are playing – Todd, Dane 

and Tyla. The vocalist of the band, Neil Starr, who was clearly under the jitters, still managed to convincingly 

play hits like “Killed By Death” and “Ace Of Spades”. There were also few surprises. During the “Born Of Raise 

Hell”, somewhere from the backstage Whitfield Crane appeared on the stage, I didn’t recognized him until he 

sang. And when they performed a bit more rockish version of psychedelic “Silver Machine” from Hawkwind’s 

repertoire, I was sold on them. 

 

PHIL CAMPBELL AND THE BASTARD SONS  



1. Big Mouth  

2. Spiders 
3. Rock Out (Motörheadcover) 
4. Going to Brazil (Motörhead cover)  

5. Take Aim  
6. StraightUp  
7. Born to Raise Hell (Motörhead cover) (with Whitfie ld Crane)  

8. No TurningBack 
9. Silver Machine (Hawkwindcover)  
10. Ace of Spades (Motörhead cover)  
11. Killed by Death (Motörhead cover)  

 
Without much further stress, and increased respect to my health, I waited for Ugly Kid Joe. Crane just appeared 

on the stage, so I had no more doubts in regards to his hair length… Eh, why do they do this, as if they need to 

prove some kind of maturity, cutting their hair, gaining muscles or injecting botox. Damn, I know that the old times 

won’t ever come back, when bands of my teen age stole my heart. Vocalist or other band members messed with 

my senses. Watching their music videos, dreaming of going wild under the stage or meeting with the idol. But the 

harsh reality is painful. It’s not about their good or bad condition, it’s more of their changes in the other iconic 

features. They’re severing their connec tion with the past. Where are these sexy dimples on the cheeks of 

Whitfield, where is his long blonde mane? It wasn’t so long ago when he competed for my hearth with Axl Rose. 

Now his muscular body and lowered voice is hard to recognize in hits like “Everything About You”. There is still a 

hook in this song, but much more muted, toned down, heavier and more brutal, with a wide neck… I understand 

that not a lot of people had seen UKJ in the times of their debut, but sometimes you just can’t explain why some 

of the band’s image had sinked into your brain, stuck there, not paying attention to flow of time, staying 

unchanged without a real reason. UKJ gained his deserved fame after his first album “America’s Least Wanted” 

in 1992, and their single “everything about you” was probably the most recognized hit, not including cover of folk 

standard “cats in the cradle”. I just adore them on the same level as Guns’N’Roses, so after hearing about their 

hiatus in 2010, they announced their comeback with the iconic composition: Withfield Crane – vocals, Klaus 

Eichstadt – guitar, davefortman – guitar, Cordell Crockett – bass and Shannon Larkin – drums, I was in 

heaven! Here on Hellfest I had another chance to a third confrontation with my past. T imes of greatness for Ugly 

Kid Joe is an extraordinary finesse mix of funk, rap, hard rock and even trash metal . Damn, that’s what I’ve been 

missing so much these days. I surrendered to my memories, embracing the sorrow after the loss of frontman’s 

boyish visage. Each track was refreshed, played in a new versions, and my favorite piece from newer “Devil’s 

Paradise” repertoire sounded splendid. If not for a baseball cap on the head, replacing long blonde mane, and 

Crane’s beefy body, I would be completely satisfied. 

 

UGLY KID JOE: 

 



1. Intro 

2. Neighbor 
3. Panhandlin’ Prince  
4. No One Survives 

5. Devil’sParadise  
6. Cat’s in the Cradle (Harry Chapin cover)  
7. I’mAlright  

8. Milkman’sSon  
9. Ace of Spades(Motörhead cover)  
10. Funky Fresh Country C lub  
11. EverythingAboutYou 

 

Right after sentimental trip to the past I decided to look up my friend’s recommendation from Denmark – Pretty 

Maids. It’s almost like Saxon, hard/heavymetal band, established in 1981 from Ronnie Atkins (vocal) and Ken 

Hammer(guitar) initiative. Fantastic energy and vibe. It was a pleasure to hear it and to see veterans in action.  

 

PRETTY MAIDS:  

1. Mother of AllL ies 
2. Kingmaker 
3. Back to Back 
4. Red, Hot and Heavy 

5. Rodeo 
6. Pandemonium 
7. Bull’sEye  

8. Little Drops of Heaven  
9. Futur 
 

For no practical reasons I stuck to the main stages, and as an another one to shoot, I remembered a satiric 

glamrock formation. Band with a comedic approach to the world, rises a commotion so big, I could only dream 

about trying to get in there. I gave up the fight, because I’ve seen them up close on the press conference already.  

With no problem whatsoever, I could look up close and see who is wearing a wig, who has hair attachments, who 

has Botox and where, and finally, who had mastered the art of acting. I really like that their consequence and a 

big passion for derisive treatment of unhealthy fuss around them. Then what exactly is the band trying to achieve 

here? There are groups playing old instruments just to add the retro vibe, same with recordings in studio. Stell 

Panther do this for their image. They wear 80’s gear and clothes, and their acting br ings us closer to that era. 

Something just for me! But for many others too as it seems, but I’m not sure if music plays a bigger role here than 

pink leggings on man’s buttocks and sparkling lipstick applied on bass player’s lips between accords. Looking at 



the mass approval of the female audience I’m sure that men In tight pants don’t lose their masculinity, and as the 

good old days they provoke massive waves of unveiled breasts and flying bras under the stage. 

 
 

STEEL PANTHER:  

1. Eyes of a Panther  
2. Goin’ in the Backdoor  

3. Just LikeTigerWoods 
4. Fat Girl (Thar She Blows) 
5. Death to All but Metal 

6. That’sWhenYouCame In  
7. PoontangBoomerang  
8. CommunityProperty 
9. 17 Girls in a Row 

10. Gloryhole 
11. Party All Day (Fuck All Night)  
 

Last year’s Hellfest I was stunned by Twisted Sister’s performance. This energy and uncontrollable joy 

overflowing the stage, didn’t really match the age of the band, it was a sight to behold!  

As it turned out, Dee decided not to carry on. He disbanded TS and started a solo career. In the interview he 

gave, he confessed that he doesn’t have enough energy to give a show as powerful as before. Thinking back to 

his stunts on the stage last year, surprising us with jumps, kicks and a twine, I thought he underestimates himself. 

But maybe it’s better to leave impression this good, before he loses the energy completely.  

“You have to know when to get off the stage” 

Yes, that’s the properway of understanding Sinder’s decision. Now without the overdone makeup and shiny 

costume, replaced with red jeans and matching undershirt(his body is great even though he’s 62) he skipped 

around singing immortal hits of TS in a newer and a bit more rockish versions. He sang his version of NIN piece – 

in my opinion perfectly. There was also a memory of Cornell and a performance of Soundgarden song. It was 

good, but a bit tuned down performance when comparing to last year. Searching on the list my next objective to 

complete, I realized that Dee replaced W.A.S.P. in the announced timetable. Sadly the unmatched style of old 

American took my chance for Decapitated’s concert… Oh well. 

 

 

 



 

DEE SNIDER performed:  

  

1. We Are the Ones 
2. The Kids Are Back (Twisted Sister song) 

3. Close to You 
4. Head Like a Hole (Nine Inch Nails cover)  
5. We’re Not Gonna Take It (Twisted Sister song) (Dedicated to combat against… more )  

6. Crazy for Nothing  
7. Outshined (Soundgarden cover) (Dedicated to Chris Cornell)  
8. I Wanna Rock(Twisted Sister song) 

9. SoWhat 
 

Meanwhile in the VALEY tent, stunning Chelsea Wolfe was around – probably the most unsympathetic persona 

for the photographers. The lady of gothic rock in my opinion should be invited to our polish Castle Party in 

Bolków. Her position in the music industry and deserved popularity only assures me in assumption that the 

audience can still appreciate impressive and sophisticated music. Even though making photos there was 

comparable to plowing through stony field, after few pieces I decided to stay and watch it whole. Dark and 

depressing music was like a cooling balsam. Her low and sensual voice, swayed numerous audience to the 

rhythm. Her controversial beauty and mysterious outfit was an ideal match to the music, which plays with a style 

similar to Nick Cave’s. Not without a reason her work was a promotional material for “Game of throne” and “fear 

the walking dead”. I have to admit, that Chelsea dethroned my last year’s favorite of this niche – King Dude. 

 
CHELSEA WOLFE:  



1. Feral Love 

2. CarrionFlowers 
3. Dragged Out 
4. After the Fall 

5. Simple Death  
6. Iron Moon 
7. Static Hum 

8. 16 Psyche 
9. Pale on Pale  
10. Survive 
 

After a mystical journey through moist and dark woods of Transylvania, I made it to the regions of tropic of 
Capricorn, on the Australian desert Tanami, thanks to Airbourne. Not so tall brothers Joel and Ryan O’Keffe are 
the base of this heavy metal band, repeatedly compared to AC/DC. Everyone who joined the concert know 
exactly how energetic they are. It’s always loud, crazily fast and colorful. Vocalist shoves full beer cans into his 
forehead, big fountains of alcohol sprays onto the cheerful crowd below. He climbs on the scene’s construction 
and runs around where his eyes leads him, making the helpless guards miserable, without a sightless toll on his 
voice, plays on the guitar and gives outstanding hard rock performance with his stage buddies. 

 

 
AIRBOURNE: 

intro: 

Main Title from „Terminator 2″(Brad Fiedel song)  
1. Ready to Rock 
2. Too Much, Too Young, Too Fast  

3. Down on You  
4. Rivalry 
5. Girls in Black 
6. It’s All for Rock ‚n’ Roll  

7. Breakin’ Outta Hell 
8. Cheap Wine & Cheaper Women  
9. Stand Up for Rock ‚n’ Roll  

10. Live It Up  
11. Runnin’ Wild  

 
Even though Australian sun warmed us up really nicely, PRIMUS was getting ready for performance on the 
VALEY. The time has come for one of today’s headliner. PRIMUS is actually not even a band, but more of a 
phenomenon. Hard to describe, classify, and even to understand. You get in without a question, or leave without 
a word. Brain and energy source of the band is of course Les Claypool, who raised the bass guitar to the 
foreground. And with his unique voice, he takes a role of guru, always surrounded by crowds. Not only his music 
was unique, but also the whole graphic design - one of a kind and disgustingly grotesque. Malicious and often 
seditious commentary of reality in his lyrics, faithfully pictured in music videos based on Claymation were a 
foundation for opening in “South Park”. VALEY’s poor lightning again allowed me to experience the concert fully, 
without a distracting photomaking process. I skied in the abyss of my memories, where in dormitory I always 



mercilessly  annoyed my roommates and neighbors with amplified melodic bass line from my JVS tape player, 
when listening to “my name is mud” on highest volume possible. Lurking at the stage from time to time, I’ve 
stared down the figure of stationary Les on the mic, I realized that his new look of respected boss of funeral home 
fits him better than a role of a simple grave digger named Mud. 
 

 
 

PRIMUS: 

Intro: Clown Dream (Danny Elfman song)  
1. Those Damned Blue-Collar T weekers 
2. Wynona’s Big Brown Beaver  

3. Too Many Puppies  
4. Frizzle Fry 
5. Mr. Krinkle  
6. The Toys Go Winding Down  

7. My Name Is Mud  
8. Jerry Was a Race Car Driver  

 
Straight from the bass lessons, I ran towards the big stage to take a position next to stage’s walk, where soon 
enough Steven Tyler would appear with his buddies. Time spent waiting around was made pleasant by a  quartet 
of cellos and a percussion, finish absolvents from Sibelius-akatemia, virtuosos of the classical instruments, 
playing repertoire of Metallica. The journey of Apocalyptica - band of immensely talented friends - from school 
benches towards a success on the big stages was intriguing and deserved. Today, handsome gentleman from 
Helsinki, presented after 20 years their debut material on 4 cellos supported by drums, besides the virtuosity of 
performance, they also danced around with their musical “partners”. Quite a sight!  

 

 
 

APOCALYPTICA  : Tour: 20 Years of „Plays Metallica by Four Cellos”  



1. Master of Puppets  

2. Creeping Death  
3. One 
4. For Whom the Bell Tolls  

5. Fight Fire With Fire  
6. Orion 
7. Battery 

8. Seek & Destroy 
9. Nothing Else Matter s  

 
Waiting in excitement for Aerosmith I had to forgive them few extra kilometer longer trip because of big walking 
path for Steven. For this moment, when this 70 years old rockman with a grotesque, colorful outfit, characteristic 
only for himself, jumped to the mic decorated with many sashes. It was worth the wait. Huge crowd pac ked on 
festival meadow made me realize that we’re once again viewing one of the biggest rock stars on this planet! Tyler 
and Perry, despite their age still got the looks and are still desired by million female fans. When in 2014 I had 
seen AERO in Łódź when promoting their last disc “Music For Another Dimension”, I saw how good and scenic it 
was. Today’s concert, with a bit of blues influence and few covers, he confirmed theory  that guys from 
Aerosmith and The Rolling Stones are from another planet. So we’re happy to see that they’re doing their 
career here on earth! No one like them can pull your heart strings with this moving piece “Dream On” with Steven 
on the white piano and Joe playing insane solo, with a mist of confetti at the end. Let’s hope it will last forever! 

 

 

AEROSMITH: 

intro: O Fortuna(Carl Orff song) 
1.   Let the Music Do the Talking  
2.  Young Lust  
3.  Cryin’ 

4.  Livin’ on the Edge  
5.  Love in an Elevator  
6.  Janie’s Got a Gun  

7.  Stop Messin’ Around (Fleetwood Mac cover) (Joe Perry on vocals)  
8.  Oh Well (Fleetwood Mac cover) 
9.  Mama Kin 

10.  Sweet Emotion  
11.  I Don’t Want to Miss a Thing  
12.  Come Together (The Beatles cover) 
13.  Dude (Looks Like a Lady)  

14.  Train Kept A-Rollin'(Tiny Bradshaw cover)  
 Encore:  
15.  Dream On 



16.  Mother Popcorn(James Brown cover) 

17.  Walk This Way 

 

I still felt the after effect of the burst of emotions caused by Steven’s performance, and I couldn’t bring myself to 

visit Kreator, my colleagues were surprised. I always liked the eclecticism in music, rather than purity of style. 

That’s why when I had a choice between hardcore punk crossover trash and pure trash from Germany, I choose 

WARZONE. My first visit in the valley could not be in a better timing. WARZONE is almost like a separate festival, 

in a different place and original atmosphere. AGNOSTIC FRONT, who had played here just seconds ago, 

warmed up the crowd so good, that a big cloud of dust emerged from below, and gathered above the audience, 

creating apocalyptic vision of upcoming catastrophe. To the same conclusion came up the security, because after 

first track of SUICIDAL TENDENCIES played, there was no access to the photo pit. I had to make a deal with 

photos from the viewer’s standing point, it didn’t mess with my overall experience.  

 

Mike Muir with the mic and Dave Lombardo hiding behind his set, despite gaining a fatherly looks and no longer 

fitting on the skateboards, they still have their shtick – bandanas on their heads and oversized basketball shorts. 

They’re not jumping around like in the old days, but the power in their voices and rebel lyrics are making the 

crowd go wild. In the WARZONE valley, everything was strictly connected, scene and the music on the one hand, 

scenography almost identical to Mad Max series. Everything together made it seem like the audience was on a 

set of “Fury Road”. The sight of the crowd galloping around in the circle, causing clouds of suffocating dust to 

rise up, was a beautiful illustration for “War Inside My Head”. I let myself to this primal energy just like on the 

dormitory parties. 

 

SUICIDAL TENDENCIES:  



1. YouCan’tBring Me Down  

2. I Shot the Devil 
3. ClapLikeOzzy 
4. Freedumb 

5. Trip at the Brain  
6. War Inside My Head 
7. Subliminal 

8. Possessed to Skate  
9. I Saw YourMommy 
10. CycoVision 
11. PledgeYour Allegiance  

 

Together with SUICIDAL TENDENCIES I just “Shot The Devil”, and you have to admit it’s an ideal ending of a 

second day of hell! 

 

Text and photos: 
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